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Villa District is an exclusive neighborhood offering a variety of twin houses and stand-alone villas. It is handy 
to many commercial and recreational centers like Mall of Egypt (walking distance) and Mall Of Arabia (five 
minutes away) as well as being in close proximity to main surrounding hospitals, schools and universities. 
The project is set on an elevated land (up to 62 meters above road level) that provides a better climate 

while ensuring magnificent views over the city, the Giza Pyramids and the expanse of parks and landscaped 
areas in the project. 
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Skyville is the new neighborhood of ‘Upville – October’ consisting of 6 blocks having Sky Homes overlooking 
4,000 sqm of exclusive fully fledged park.

Skyville park includes wide landscape areas including pergolas, walkways, jogging track, water features & several 
seating spots in between to ensure the joyful relaxing use of the park.
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TURNING VISION TO REALITY
WE TAKE PRIDE IN OUR COMMITTED TEAM WHO MANAGED TO PROVIDE EARLY DELIVERY
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ANCHOR TEAM AT CITYSCAPE
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ANCHOR TEAM @ EPS DUBAI



ANCHOR is a real estate development management specialized firm, being operated through group of field 
professionals having more than 15 years of on ground diversified market experience in real estate development 
& planning, sales, marketing, sales operation, clients’ relation management and brokerage the group was 
heading the sales and development of many iconic projects in the region with top achievement references in 
different residential, retail, administrational, hospitality and touristic Real Estate.

To provide top of the line full scope development management services to Real Estate developers, property 
investors and landlords, in a way that applies the most efficient practices that suit each development 
independently and maximize its returns.

Works as an extended commercial and development planning arm for potential developers/investors having 
undeveloped or under-development land bank. Its sole purpose is to work with full dedication and commitment 
towards implementing an explicit, defining very well work flow process to help the investor manage resources 
and time successfully, as well as maximizing project sales and returns.
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